
10 HEREDITY IN RELATION TO EDUCATION.
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matters would be of inestimable value.
aecidmg such

By the skilled teacher I now mean the one who is an exnerfdiagnostician of powers, and especially of natural lean^ls in whfch
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^° ^^'^ * y«""g ^^"^ that he is out of placeIhis should all have been settled long ago ^

In the course of some lectures on education, given at the Join.Hopkins University several years ago Dr Stan lev R. II li.
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psychologist, drew attentioni whafhe called a ^^if^bd^k''
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of .ll.h^^A 'T'^c ^^^'"r'-t'^l ^^ possible of such sayings and doin-^sof each child of a family from infancy to adolescence is recommendedto be kept as may be a guide to real tendencies.
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Teachers may widen their sphere of influence bv niakincr thi.
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It IS interesting to paste in also the first letter, first storv fir.f
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^f Po;;«rty by a physician who was making a professional lalffhat child has since developed into a distinguisLd Cn ^^^Ithlrinnate genms was sufficiently strong to have forced him throu. h andaW his environment apart from such early discovery ^nd encoura "ement, I cannot say. At all events it would in all oro .ahHH-v I*been a case of devious ways, diverted energ; ai^ lost S^if notf.:.a^ partial or complete failure but for this elrly reco^nitioT'No doubt the difficulties in the way of meeting aiUhe parents inthe case of a large class in the city school, are considerate and itmay not be feasible to visit all. though much is gained in moVwavs
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When once the teacher has made a somewhat complete «pd reliableestimate of the tendencies, good and bad, of any pupif and the rrelative strength, a large part of the problem'of develp'S ts already
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